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That’s one feel-good storey
Clever redesign keeps roof and budget low but satisfaction high, writes Robyn Willis

Peter and Keri Chittenden had quite a
wishlist for their Northbridge home.
The single-level Californian bungalow

functioned well at the front but had a
patchwork of rooms at the back that
obscured the connection with the spacious
backyard. It was also west-facing at the rear
so that even airconditioning did little to stave
off the afternoon sun in summer.

With two primary school-aged children
quickly growing up, they hoped for a master
bedroom suite, an open-plan living, kitchen
and dining area, and a pool for the backyard.

Single life
Although they enjoyed the convenience of
the single-level dwelling, they thought the
only option was to add another storey.

‘‘I was keen to stay one level but I just
didn’t think it would be possible,’’ says Keri.

Their architect James McNally not only
thought it was still feasible to do everything
they wanted without raising the roof but that
it would work out best for all concerned.

‘‘A second storey would have been a much
more expensive option,’’ says James.

‘‘Approval was a very smooth process with
council. I knew there would have been a big
battle if we put forward a two-storey plan
because they would have had issues with
privacy and over-shadowing.’’

Ticking all the boxes
Making the most of the 670sq m block,
James’s solution was to knock off the old
lean-to at the rear and create a link between
the old house and the new.

Leaving the three original bedrooms and
the existing living room as they were, he
designed a comfortable master bedroom
suite complete with ensuite bathroom and
walk-in robe where the old kitchen once sat.

With a corridor to link the spaces, James
then designed an open-plan kitchen, and
living and dining rooms along one side of the
block, with a paved terrace in front. It
captured the desirable northern light while
mitigating the western sun that Keri and
Peter were so tired of in the original house.

To complete the passive solar plan, James
positioned the pool in front of the terrace
and dining room so that any breeze passing
over the water would cool before reaching
the house. Louvred windows control air flow.

James says the design ticked a number of
boxes in terms of aesthetics, functionality
and budget.

‘‘We knocked out the back and put this
wing in,’’ he says. ‘‘It is a much cheaper
option because there are lots of unknowns
(in building) with existing houses.

‘‘This approach took out a lot of the risk
with where the budget was going.’’

The articulated design was a hit with the
council, which did not want a monolithic box
at the back of the house, while Peter and
Keri could still watch the kids in other parts
of the house without being too obvious.

Given the new building was a lightweight
construction over a steel frame and the old
house was double-brick, James decided to re-
use sandstone from the foundations of the
old garage for a new fireplace.

‘‘Keri was clear that she wanted a big

open kitchen, dining and living space but
with some division, so we put in the feature
fireplace,’’ he says. ‘‘We tried to use as many
natural materials as possible to give the new
work a softer, more homely look.’’

Keri says the new design, completed
almost a year ago, functions well for
entertaining and during the working week.

‘‘I love the house as it is now,’’ she says.
‘‘It’s very easy living, which is what I

wanted. We had 50 people here for a party
and it didn’t feel full.

‘‘There is a whole area for the kids to do
their homework next to the kitchen and with
the laundry and toilet not far from the garden
and pool, it all works really well.’’
robyn.willis@news.com.au
Pictures Steve Back, Kati Gapaillard (portrait)

Renovate

The brief
To create a spacious family home
ideal for entertaining without the
need for a second storey.

ARCHITECT
James McNally (pictured)
McNally Architects,
macnallyarchitects.com.au

BUILDER
Opperman Constructions
0414 988 182

OWNERS
Keri and Peter Chittenden and their
children Isabella, 11, and Lachlan, 7

THE SOURCE
Cladding James Hardie Scyon Linea
Decking Spotted gum
Fireplace Reclaimed sandstone
Framing Steel
Kitchen island benchtop Bianco
Perla marble from Artedomus,
artedomus.com
Kitchen joinery Arenisca sandstone
tiles from Surface Gallery
surfacegallery.com.au
Terrace paving Spotted gum

Are you renovating? Tell us about
it at facebook.com/DThome



RENOVATE

A redesign of this Californian bungalow
increased space, light and air flow.

Take a long line
Running the same tile

along the floor and
the wall makes a

small space feel
larger. The
elongated mirror
makes the most of
the ceiling height
while reflecting

light borrowed from
the room outside.
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